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Selected problems in electroweak interactions are reviewed. Processes
where exact numerical calculations might provide insight are emphasized.

1. INTRODUCTION
One fundamental

question facing physicists today is that of howwe
gravitational,

the basic forces of nature:
and weak nuclear.
didate

electromagnetic,

unify

strong nuclear,

Although progress toward an answer has been made, the can-

“Grand Unified Theories” are so far just that, candidate theories.

Along the path, nuclear physics has contributed significantly

to our overall

knowledge of the strong force and is in a position to contribute to cur knowledge of the weak force.

Anothar fundamental question concerns our under-

standing of the structure of nuclei.

These multibaryon

systems comprise most

of the mass and energy of the visible universe. Element synthesis is crucially
based upon nuclear structure.
nuclei.

The energy of our solar system is produced by

Interactions of nuclei involve all the forces of nature.

Thus, to

c~mprehend our universe, we must understand the structure of nuclear systems.
But there exist various levels of understar,ding. Just as one would not attempt
to study liquid argon ‘o learn about QED, one does not expect to extract significant knowledge abo~t QCD from studying the bfnding of the neutrol~ and
proton to form deuterlum,

Likewise, one does not attempt to cnlculate the

structure of complex crystals starting from first principles; sol+d state is an
important and viable field of physics indepanderit of quantum

●lectrodynamics.

Particle physics seeks an und~rstandlng of alehtentary particle interactions
at very high energies (ultra short dlstancos).
strives to describe the nucleus at
responding to

In contrast, nuclear physics

energlcs and Interparticla distancas cor-

conditions which one might picture as two bags

barely overlap”

ping. Here, In a region that the particle physicist finds difficult to describe
qual~tltatlvely with asymptotically

free thoori~s, the nuclear physlclst finds

s?mpliflcatlon and order In t~~ms of Ilucleons and meson axchange, However, It
Is the possibility of speculating about the transition from the remarkably
successful picture of the nucleus as a composite syst~m of Interacting nuclecns
to one of a quark soup that Intrigues many physicists. But on~ must first
define the llmlts of valldity for the descrlptton of nuclear phenomena In terms

of physically observable baryons and mesons before evidence for quark degrees
of freedom in nllclei can be critically evaluated.
successes of tht
solely upon nucle

ast decade:

Recall two nuclear physics

1) the perfection of model calculations based

1 degrees of freedom to the point that comparison of results

with experimental aata revealed the inadequacies of the assumption dnd demonstrated the undeniable need to expand the model to include meson exchange
currents - a new degree of freedom; 2) the perfection of realistic nucleonnucleon potential model calculations to the extent that a comparison of binding
energy estimates with well established experimental

results revealed discrep-

ancies that could only be accounted for by the introduction of three-body
forces.

In each case detailed, precision calculations were required in compar-

ison with numerous experimental data btfore one could establish that these
small but significant effects were genuine.

Thus, nuclear physics seeks the

appropriate degrees of freedom with which to describe nuclear systems and their
interactions.

The ultimate test of our intellect will be whether we possess

the capability to calculate all of the nuclear phenomena which we have the
ability to measure.
It is this goal of understanding all we can measure which gives f@w-body
investigations there special place in physics.
perform cinematically complete measurements,
calculations,

Not only can experimentalists

but theorists can produce exact

Why the emphasis on exact calculations?

model theories by direct comparison with data.

First, one can test

That is, approximations

can be

controlled, and disagreement between theory and experiment should imply some
physics (not harmonic oscillator space) is missing.

Second, one can find in-

sight into novel, qualitative features of structure or reactions,

For example,

a folding model, two-body equation description of 3H will not yield the infinite
binding which exact equations produce for zero range forties,
DWBA calculation of 3H(y,d)n fails to account for the 4W

Similarly, a

of the cross section

near the peak energy which comes from coupling to the th?ee-body channel,
Third, one can generate benchmark solutions with which to test approximate
procedures before launching involved studies of heavier nuclei.

Unfortunately,

much hard work is required to solve the exact equations for A~3, especially the
scattering problem, which accounts for a dearth of published corltinuum results,
Yet, the intuition and understanding

from such endeavors are most rewarding,

Two particularly useful classes of nuclear reactions are those involving
electromagnetic and weak probes.

Despite the auspicious title provided for my

talk, there is not time allotted to provide even a catalog of experiments to be
don~,

My remarks must necessarily be truncated to a rather sub.jectlve vie’,~of

recent developments,

(My apologies

if your favorite piece of physics has been

omitted. )

In contrast to some previous speakers, I shall consider the quantum

hydrodynamic model of Walecka - the nucleon-plus-meson
few-nucleon systems.

exchange picture of

I wil’ not address that energy and momentum region where

quark effects might become visible.

I hope thereby to adhere to that area of

experiment where exact calculations might contribute significantly to our
understanding of nuclear physics.

2. ELECTROMAGNETIC

INTERACTIONS

This field of physics covers a wide variety of reactions:

photodisinte-

gration, radiative capture, elastic and inelastic electron scattering, etc.
Experimel,ts may be cinematically complete or incomplete.
operator is reasonably well understood.

The QED interaction

Elastic electron scattering yields our

best picture of the charge density of the nucleus. It was the discrepancy
between theory and experiment in the case of tttermal np+2Hy that led the push
1
for including meson exchange currents in our description of nuclei.
2
Let us begin with an examinat- on of tk
H(y,p)n reaction for 0° outgoing
protons, a topic which drew cons’ derable attention at the Eugene meeting.
low energy, the number of partia” waves dominating

At

in the continu!lm is quite

iin.lted. Consequently, one does not lose sight of the physics in summing a
large number of multipole matrix elements

The interaction between a photon

and a proton charge can be represented (M=c=l) byz
‘Tnt

= t(~)”? exp(il”~)

and the interaction of a photon with a nucleon magnetic momen~ can be represented by

where ~ is the photon momentum and ~ is its polarization; 3 is the ncmrelativistlc nucleon current operator, ~ is the nucleon center-of-mass
and t is the nucleon spin operator.

position,

The current interaction can be separated

into electric and magnetic parts, and when working with exact initial and final
states of the same Hamiltonian, the “electric” components

of the matrix ele-

ment
<flJd3r j(r)”; exp(i~”~)li>
‘fi =
can be shown)= through the use of current conservation,
those of the lona wave

to be identical to

length limit series

Mfi = (Ef-Ei) ~ iL <fli*~(~*;)L-+L!
This ~“~ form of the El photo~isintegration

Ii>.

operator4 contains all relevant

However, it does not include the relativistic
5
component of the dipole operator, w;,;ch will be seen to be important in the 0°

meson exchange corrections.

cross section.
The data of Hughes et al.6 which were conf< rmed by Gilot et al.

7

appear at

first sight to disagree with all reasonable two-nucleon potential models (see
Fig. 1).
m

They have drawn considerable theoretical attention.

But consider

what is happening physically.
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Fig. 1. 2H(y,p)n without spin-orbit;
data from Ref. 6 and 7.
the incident beam, and therefore have L=O.
unless there is spin involved.
finds do/&-

Quantum mechai,ically, the

4
m

photon brings in L=l,

the proton

and neutroo go uff back-to-back
in the final state, colinear with
Hence the transition is forbidden,

In a central force model of the reaction, one

sin2fl for the ~0~ operator; nigher electric rr;ultipolesmerely add

higher powers of sin20.

The reaction is nonzero only because of i) the deuteron

D-state, ii) noncentral forces in the np contifwum, iii) the relativistic spin
dependence of the photodisintegration

operator, and iv) meson exchange and

other non-Siegert terms in the interaction Hamiltonian.

It is (i) and (ii)

which lead to the nonze~o impulse approximation

result shown in Fig. 1.

(iii), the relativistic spin-orbit contribution

to the El operator which ac-

It is

counts for most of the discrepancy between the data and that impulse approximation result (see Fig. 2), as was first pointed out by Cambi et al,9

This

(v/c)* relativistic cor$e$tions due to th~ induced electric moment of a moving
•4 )i X(J
magnetic moment (~p+4m
+ c 21.1V)becomes important at 0° because that part of
the El transition operator which dominates the 90° cross seci.ion (and thus the
total cross section) vanishes.

The 20% correction from this this unambiguous

term in the operator is th~ dominant correction; uncertainties
change current corrections are of the order of &6-7%,

in the meson ex-

Thus, we see how relativ-

istic effects can be visible in low energy pnj’sits, Before leaving the two-body
10
problem, let me note that there is reported to uhis conference
an interesting
preliminary result for a measurement of t20, the tensor polarization of recoil
deuterons in 2H(e,e)2H.

Such lnformat’~n is needed to separate the monopole and

io.
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11

have re-

ported model problem numerical

....

studies for the extension of
the soft-photon theorem for

4

bremsstrahlung

discussed at
12
Finally,
the Graz meeting.
Holt etal.13
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have raised a

new qeustion concerning deu-

Fig. 2. 2H(y, p)n for SCC model;
data from Ref. 6 and 7.

teron photodisintegration.
The neutron polarization

the reaction 2H(y,npo1)H was measured at an angle of 90° for 6 ~ Ey~

in

13 MeV.

Disagreement with published theoretical calculations was f(.und. A similar
claim14 has been made for measurement of the cross section asymmetry for deuteron photodisintegration

with linearly polarized photons of 80 ~ E

Y-

< 600 MeV

for center-of-mass proton angles of 75°-1500.
Let us now turn our attention to the study of elastic electron scattering
from 3H and 3He.

It is this process that yields direct information about the

square of the trinucleon ground-state wave function in terms of the charge and
magnetic form factors.

Recall that the cross section for th” s simp’e process

can be wi’itten asls

g=do
{F2h(q2) +p2t12[l+2(l+q2 )tan2(@/2) F&g(q2)l
CKd ~Mott
C
da
z

cos2(e/2)
Mott = ‘%;

sin4(e/2)[l+(2E/w:sin2(tl/2)] ‘

where q = q/(2N), q = ke-k~ is the momentum transfer, u is the trinucleon mass,
.
The-charge form factor Fch(qt) is defined in impulse apand ReoR~ = cos e.
16
proximation by
Fch(q2) ‘~

‘$lpch(:,~j) exp(i~”~)l$>

,

and $, f~h, f~:lare the trinucleon wave function and charge densities of the
proton snd neutron respectively.

Relativistic corrections of order (v/c)2 in5
Meson-exct,*,ngecurrent
clude the usual Oarwin-Foldy and spin-orbit terms.

corrections are of the same order and are intimately con~ected. 17

The magnetic

moment form factor is perhaps more easily described in rn)mentum space

Fmag(q2)
= <*I

E*3 I*> , E“q
“ ‘=

o

where

This operator is of order (v/c) and relativistic corrections are (v/c)a. The
isovector meson-exchange-current

correction cannot be neglected, being the same
I wish only to make two points concern-

order in (v/c) as the impulse current.

ing the trinucleon form factors, which have been of intense in~erest since
19
18
of the 3He charge
First, recent measurement
Collard’s original experiment.
form factor below q2 =4 fro-2,when combined with the world’s data, indicates
4
that <r~h(3He)> = 1.875 t .011 fm in contrast to that reported by Dunn et al.20
(The magnetic rms radius is about 1.95 fm.21)
L

v

I

I

r

I

I

I

Work in progress~2
on 3H appears
. .
to yield <r~h(sH)>* somewhat lower
than Collard’s original value [1.70
fro).An rms radius as small as 1.65
fm would not be inconsistent with
point charge radii differences produced in Faddeev calculations (Arch
23
S0.20 fro), because studies of the
3
He charge form factor including a

-i

Coulomb interaction between protons
indicate that the Coulomb repulsion

t+

/O\Tt’t,$

i

increases Armk by a small but not
VII
24
insignificant 0.03 - 0.04 fm.
Definitive 3H experiments are
needed.

o

10

20

30

q; (fin-~)

Second, the magnet{

factor data are shown in Fig. 3,
Theoretical results came tantalizingly close to ~l~edata.

F2

form

Fig. 3.
(q2) for 3He from
Ref. 25; cfl~~e to guide eye.

However,

as has been pointed out by Lehman,
it is disconcerting to see that the

magnetic moments from these calculations do not agree (see Table 1).26

In contrast to elastic scattering, inelastic electron scattering, especially
coincidence experiments such as

3
He(e,e”p)d and 3He(e,e’p)np, yields information

about the overlap of the ground-state wave function and the wave function of a
nucleon moving freely relative to a deuteron or pair of nucleons in a scattering
state.

These overlaps define the structure of the 3H+nd, 3He+pd* etc. vertices,

which can be described in terms of asymptotic normalization constants, momentum
distributions, and related quantities. 30

To be be specific we consider the

3He(e,e”p)d experiment of Jans et al.,31 although there also exist new data by
Kozlovsky et al.32 Th. general form of the coincidence cross section is

aE#-jap=
% ep

F(Ee,~e,flp) ~{lfo(q)l 2 +21f2(q)l*}

where dcr/dO is the half-off-shell ep scattering cross section, F(Ee,Oe,Op) is
ep
It is {...] which
a kinematic factor, and ~{... } is themohlentum distribution.
is usually called the spectroscopic factor.

A closely related quantity is the

fraction of pd component in the trinucleon wave function:
ma
n
=2n
J
q~dq {lfo(q)lL + lf2(q)12}
P
pd
o
The momentum distribution amplitudes to(q) and f2(q) are the 2=0,2 componertts
of the overlap of the ground state wave function with the continuum state of a
nucleon of momentum ~ moving freely relative to a deuteron:

where spin and isospin quantum numbers have been suppressed.

These amplitudes

are directly related to the asymptotic normalization constants C; of the trinucleon ground state wave function

30,32

by

1
c~ = 12 {2nip*fl~p(q-ip) fA(q)

1 .

A question of recent interest is whether one can extrapolate
(q=O) distorted wave quantity34

D2=Q$

{-f2(Wq2fo(q)l}

from the measured

Table I.

Breakdown of magnetic moment calculations

SSC27
impulse
pair-graph
pion-graph

-1.760
-0.344

Paris28
-1.77
-0.29

RSC29
-1.826
-().563

-0.092

-0.03

-0.202

A-graph

-0.144

-o.05*

-0.024

*from coupled-channel calculation.

to the pole position (ip) where C: and C; are defined.

That is, if one defines

a theoretical distorted wave quantity

c;/(P2c;) ,

E2 = is B2 ~ D2?

Simple separable model studies indicate that the answer is yes,

although not as well as in the case of the deuteron.

Separable model results

for the 3H+nd momentum distribution are plotted in Fig.
— 4 along with data ex)fy

r

,
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tracted from the 3He(e,e”pd) exper-
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●
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100 MeV/c, the expected range of

t
*

validity for the pole dominance as-

b

sumption.

00

t

Such is also the case

for more sophisticated models like
31,35
the Reid soft core.
Thus, pole
dominance is not a valid assumption
at higher momentum transfer.

Fig. 4.

Momentum distribution

for

3H+nd with date from 3He(e,e’d)p.

(Inci-

dentally, for the 3He(e,e”p)np
reaction31 where the detected proton

does not have a high energy relative to the np pair, neglect of 3-body final
state interactions will likely destroy any agreement between theory and experiment.)

The inclusive quasielastic cross sections are also most interesting.

There are systerilaticdisagreements between theory and data.36

Time does not

permit delving into this subject,
Befcre leaving the A=3 isodoublet, let me point out some recent interesting

In a preprint concerning the
results in the realm of photonuclear physics.
37
2
have reported measurement of angular
H(p,y]3He capture reaction, King et al.
distributions from 6.5 to 16 MeV (see Fig. 5).

A sensitivity to the D-state
One caution in any analysis of

components of the 3He wave function is noted.

such data to extract angular distribution coefficients:

All higher partial

wave contributions should be summed in any analysis because the trinucleons,
I

‘J

1.5

I

I

like the deuteron, are larqe

I

TUNL
o Eel? etal.
x Skopiketal.
●

objects; the multipole series
does not converge rapidly and
the sum of an infinite number
of individually negligibly

1.0

small terms is not vanishingly
smal 1.40

:f~:

Skopik et al.3g have

just published an 3He(e,d)e0p

0.5

measurement which implies that
E2 strength nea~ the peak of

I

/

the 3He(y,d)p cross section is

o,oo~J_J=E’J

ecm
(deg)
. .
Fig. 5.

120

150

smdll, less than 2% of the to‘aotal

A preprint

by Terre et a141 shows reason-

Angular distribution for

able results for magnetic ex-

2H(p,y)3He; data from Ref. 37-39.
to the nd+3Hy thermal ileutron capture reaction.

cross section .

change current contributions
42

In the higher energy region,

the question of time reversal invariance in the ‘Hey~pd
reaction has again come
43
to the forefront. Sober et al.
have remeasur~d at Bates differential cross
sections for 3He(y,d)p in the photon energy range of 150-350 MeV for center-ofmass angles of 60° and 90°.

The absolute uncertainty for this ga~ target exper-

iment in which rscoi’ deuterons are detected is quoted as

less than 6%. (Prelim-

inary results can be found in Briscoe et al.~ ) These results are significantly
45
higher than those of Saclay and Bonn
and lower than those of Caltech and
Frascati. 46 The deta 1 balance converted cross sections aaree well with the recent TRIUMF data47 and with new data from the UCLA-Saclay collaboration, 48 al44
though the agreement is poor with older published results.
There is ~ evidence for a violation of time reversal invariance.

Finally, interesting Coulomb

effects were found in the 3He(y,2p)n reaction for photon erlergies between 80
49
and 120 MeV, when the two protons are emitted in close proximity.
In the A=4 area, the significant difference between the 4He(y,p)3H and
4He(y,n)3He cross sections in the 24-32 MeV photon energy range is the most
interesting phenomena.

The cross sections are shown in Fig. 6 (s)lid lines) as

they were evaluated by Calarco, Berman, and Donnelly.
dicate their estimates of the uncertainties

50

The shaded bands in-

in the individual cross sections.
The data points are
from Ref. 51-53;
these references also
contain the data included in the cross
section evdiuation.
It is clear that the
cross sections differ substantially
aelow 30 MeV.

Be-

cause the reaction
mechanism is dominated by the El
[b)

I

I

(AS=O, AT=l) tran-

~—

sition, the inequality of the cross
section implies the
existence of strong
isospin mixing in
the four-nucleon
Jx=l- states, Calarco
et al. have interpreted the large deviation of the cross
section ratio

o

20

25

30

s

40

4s

50

R=u(y,p)/a(y,n)

from

PhOtonmsrw(M6V)

a value of 1 in te-ms
Fig. 6

The 4tie(y,p)3tiand 4He(y,n)3He cross section

of r cllurg? asymmetry

evaluation (solid lines); data in (a) from Ref. 51,

in the nuclear force,

open circles In (b) from Ref. 5?, closed circles in

because continuum cal-

(b) from Ref. 53.
to date predict only small differences

culations published
so
Other inin the two cross sections.

f~rmation concerning this energy region is becoming available.

Angular distri-

butions for the 3H(p,y)4He reaction have b~en reported by McBroom et al. 54 In
55
have report,od a first measurement of polarized neuaddition, Weller et al.
tron capture on 3He at En = 9 MeV, which corresponds to a phnton energy of 27.3
MeV,

The polarized and unpol~rized angular distribution data lead Weller et

al. to the conclusion that there is little t2 or spin-flip El contributing to

the cross section.
The photodisintegration

of the alpha particle is more complex than that of,

say, 3He where one has only two open channels (pd and ppn).56

Here one has 5
How-

distinct open channels, and there exist known exicted states of 4He.57
ever, at the low energies relevant to the ratio puzzle, the dominmt

El tran-

sition is saturated by the 4He(y,n)3He and 4He(y,p)3H reactien channels. 58 The
4
He(y,d)d channel contributes only to even multiples
because of the equal mass
and charge of th’: final-state deuterons, while the multiparticle

channels

4He(y,d)np and 4He(y,n)npp do not connect to the T=O 4He ground state for any
final-state isospin value other than the T=l of the n3He and p3H channels.
These multiparticle

final states are therefore suppressed relative to two-body

final states of the same isospin, just as one sees experimentally and theoreti56
cally for the trinucleons.
Based upon this kncwledge that only 2-body channels are importaot, a bound-state shell model calculation waz used to illustrate the point ti~at, if all three Jn = 1- stctes (T=l,S=O; T-l,S=l;

T=O,S=l)

were properly mixed via Coulomb and/or a small charge asymmetry in the NN
force, the measured ratio R could be underst.ood.5g
to he ir conflict with the results of Ref. 55.

Such a modal would appear

However, recent R-matrix work

by Dodder and Hale60 on fitting of the strong interaction cross sections (elastic scattering, charge exchange, etc.) inti:cates that Coulomb mixing of the
type C<scussed in Ref. 59 doe< lead to significant mixing in the Jn=?.- levels.
Such an R-matrix calculation would be expected to yield a ratio of R>>l,

3.

WEAK INTERACTIONS
The unified theory of the electroweak interactions

achievements of physics,

The WGS61 or Standard Model unifies the weak inter-

actions and electroma~netism
weak-neutral-current

is one of the great

In a renormalizable

framewnrk.

effects agree with experiment,

Predictions of

Cl*spite the notable suc-

cesses, rigorous testing of the theory lles al,ead, It is for this reason :hat
experirnentalists must strive for improved p- and neutrino facilities.

Nuclear

targets will play a key role in s~udies of the structure of the weak interactions, because nuclear selection rul.s and the variety of available transitions make nuclei excellent filters or analyzers for sorting out components
of the weak interaction,

Recall that nuclear experiments demonstrated

V-A was

to be and not S-P-T,

In order t.obe specific, let me restrict my rtimarks to n~utrino physics,
Tests of p-e un~versality, induced pseucioscalar coupling, CVC, etc. with muons
62
arc of no less importance
as are parity nonconservation “.udies in ~p, ~d
+ 63-6S
scattering and np+dy.
Even so, ther~ ~s not time to provide a complete

review of the underlying theory.

It is assumed that there exists an effective

Lagrangian description of the ve-e-,

Ve++ve, and e--e-processes

the y, charged W, and the neutral Z bosons.

mediated by

The heavy bosons are so massive

that those couplings are point-like, and one writes a four-point interaction
description:

leptonic current times hadronic current. The hadronic currents66

are of the V-A form

Jp=Jp+J~with

the charge-changing

ing and lowering parts of the isovector operator
the electromagnetic

P

P

P“

Correspondingly,

v

PPP

3, and the con-

theory (CVC) tells us that the vector part of the charge-

(*)=Jvl*iJp ‘2 .

CVC relates this aspect of the weak
P
current; this was the first part of the electroweak unifi-

changi,tg current is just J

cation.

J (*)=Jvl*iJv2

current has the isospin structure JY=J5+J

served-vector-cur;ent

and electromagnetic

currents being the rais-

The Standard Model is, in essence, an extended CVC with the addition

of a neutral weak current of the form

J (0)=Jf3-~sin2e/~.

We believe that the

interaction of leptori~with the bosons is understood; therefore one is studying
the hadronic aspects of the electroweak interacti~n in nuclear investigations.
Because the momentum transfer is small in conventions? processes such as
p-decay, e’--capture, and p- -capture, neutrino studies are vdlued for their
potential to explore the weak inte

ction form factors over an extended region

of momentum transfer q, The Standard Model predicts that the electromagnetic
and weak interaction processes are related for all q. There are simple (theo66
retically) tests of this remarkable concept.
Consider (ve~~), (;e,~~), and
(e,e”) scattering from a T=O, Jn=O+ nucleus such as 4He (either the elastic
scattering or the inelastic scattering to the 20 Me’J T=O, Jn=O+ first excited
state), Because we have T=O,

J (0) = -2sin20WJ~;

the weak neutral current is

pure vector in WSG and Is dire~tly proportional to the e,m, current,

Thus ,

there is a direct relation between neutrino scattering and electron scattering,

In particular one has
24
G
EKL
. a do- -,= sin4(lw ~dcree.
,
‘kvfl
2n a
‘ivfi
where ERL refers to the extreme relativistic limit (Ee>>Me),
da

for all q, all t) independent of the nuclear structure.
the unification of the electroweak

interactions,

This result holds

It is a t,rue test of

The neutrino attd electron

cross sections must be identical if the StaftdardModel is correct.
I close with cursory mention of weak intcractlo, physics and the deuteron,
First a reminder:
scattering length.

p-d+vnn may provide the cleanest measurement of the nn
Second, parity nonconservation

{n yd-np and in $d elastic

scattering ,yield information about T=l parts of the weak interaction not avail-

able from T==O~p experiments.

Third, v-’*H and &2H

scattering and reactions are

interesting testing grounds of electroweak coupling to more than one nucleon,
that is exchange currents.

In addition, the elastic scattering is sensitive to

axial vector isoscal?r coupling which is identically zero in the Standard
Model. Donnelly67 has investigated this in some detail and found that for Ev s
150 MeV the sensitivity of the cross section to any such nonstandard term can
be enhanced by a factor of 10 over the vector coupling.

Furthermore, the inter-

ference with the vector coupling is destructive for neutrinos and constructive
for antineutrinos, providing a clean signal.
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